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4 October 2021 

 

All members, 

MGC/TKC OGA. 

YBhg Tan Sri/Puan Sri/Dato’/Datin/Dr/Puan/Cik, 

 

NOTICE OF THE 58th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  

MALAY GIRLS’ COLLEGE/TUNKU KURSHIAH COLLEGE OLD GIRLS ASSOCIATION (OGA) 

 

Notice is hereby given that the 58th Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the OGA will be held as follows: 

 

DATE:   23 October 2021 (SATURDAY) 

TIME:   10.00 am 

 

The AGM will be a fully virtual affair, conducted via “ZOOM” as well as live streaming on Facebook. The meeting 
ID and passcode, and fb URL link will be provided two days prior to the AGM.  

 

As it is an election year, we are opening nominations for ALL positions on the committee, i.e., 

1. President 
2. Deputy President 
3. Vice President (Education & Soft Skills Development) 
4. Vice President (Social, Welfare & Sports) 
5. Honorary Secretary 
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6. Honorary Treasurer 
7. Nine (9) committee members 
8. Two (2) auditors 

 

Nomination forms have to be filled-up and signed by both the nominee as well as proposer and returned via 
email (oganominations@gmail.com) by 12th October (Tuesday). Alternatively, you may hand in the nomination 
paper to: 

 OGA Hall,  

6A Jalan Diplomatik 2/1, 

Presint 15, 62502 Putrajaya. (T: 0388902820) 

The nomination form can be downloaded from the OGA website, tkcoga.org. 

The form for proposals (usul-usul) can also be downloaded from the website. All proposals must be submitted 
by 20th October via email ( tkcoga.org@gmail.com ). Members submitting proposals must attend the AGM. 

 

The election process will be conducted online - all details will be made available after 12th October once all 
nominations have been submitted and vetted. The OGA committee reserves the right to reject incomplete 
nomination forms. 

 

The audited accounts can be viewed on the website now and the full Annual Report will be made available prior 
to the AGM. We look forward to seeing as many members as possible on ZOOM!  

 

Thank you and Stay Safe! 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Razimah Hanim Abu Zarim 

Hon. Secretary 

MGC/TKC OGA 
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AGENDA 

 

1. President’s Speech 
2. Deliberation and passing of the Minutes of AGM 2020 
3. Matters arising 
4. Presentation and passing of the Annual Reports 
5. Presentation and passing of the Audited Accounts 2020 
6. Presentation of proposals 
7. Other matters 
8. LAUNCHING OF “GIRLS to LEADERS - HALLWAYS of SUCCESS” 
9. Announcement of the election results and welcoming of the new committee  

2021-2023 
10. Closing 
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MINUTES OF THE 57th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

DATE: 18 JULY 2020 
TIME: 9.00 AM 
VENUE: PERDANA ROOMS 1&2, 

ROYAL LAKE CLUB, 
JALAN CENDERAMULIA, 
LAKE GARDENS, 
50480 KUALA LUMPUR. 
 
ALSO VIA ZOOM 

ATTENDANCE: 32 (PHYSICAL) 33 (ZOOM;many joined in later) 
TOTAL No. OF MEMBERS 1180 

 

For the first time in the history of the OGA our AGM was a hybrid affair, where only a limited number of members 
were allowed to physically attend the meeting and the rest attended virtually via the Zoom platform. As we 
know this was due to the restrictions imposed on account of the Covid-19 pandemic that hit the world by storm 
and turned all our lives topsy-turvy. It was a challenge for all parties involved, not least the committee who had 
to very quickly learn the ins and outs of handling such a meeting. The excitement was indeed palpable, the 
marking of a historical event! 

For those present, strict SOPs were adhered to with the wearing of masks and physical distances observed. 

The meeting was called to order at 10.00 am with 32 members (including 12 committee) present physically and 
33 on zoom; Total of 53 members (quorum required: 27) 

 

1.0 PRESIDENT’S SPEECH 
 

1.1 The President welcomed all present (physically and virtually) and thanked everyone for making 
time for the AGM. Special mention was made of the presence of 3 MGC Kakaks, in particular her 
own College sister, Kak Wan Azizah Talib (SC60), a stalwart of the OGA.  

 
1.2 The President mentioned that many of the planned events have had to be cancelled or put on hold 

because of the Movement Control Order. Most markedly was the OGA day, an annual affair  
usually held in May (or thereabout). This is an event that has garnered huge support over the years 
and an occasion much looked forward to by all Old Girls and TKCians alike. The Pengetua, Anismah 
Mohd Noh who was present echoed the sentiment and confirmed that it was unlikely that it could 
be held even at a later date not only due to the uncertainty of the pandemic situation but more so 
because of the heavy school schedule over the latter half of the year. 
 

1.3.  It has been more than 6 years since helming the OGA and the President was honoured to note that  
        most of the things that she had set out to do have been achieved. She referred to her “Vision &  
        Mission” statements which aimed to make the OGA a respectable alumni among the SBPs (Sekolah  
        Berasrama Penuh) in the country.  
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1.4 The activities carried over the years not only involved taking care of our members but also  

concentrated on giving back to the school.  Several funds have been successfully set up: 
 
i) HANICare fund (medical aid) for all OGs - be they members of the OGA or not. The seed 

fund was collected during the biennial dinner in 2019. 
ii) Welfare fund - also for all OGs in need. This fund was started off as a result of the funds 

raised during TWRC 3.0 in January 2020. 
iii) Khairat kematian - limited to members of the OGA, as a give-back to each member. 
She hopes that more OGs will become members of the OGA as it is not just about comradeship but 
also a platform to help others in need e.g., when one of OG’s house was burnt down, the OGA was 
able to help out financially via the Welfare fund. It is her hope that this (as well as the other funds) 
will continue for as long as the OGA exists. 
 

1.5  Giving back to the school is a worthwhile exercise especially when it comes to helping out the less  
        privileged students. At least when collections are called for, you know for sure where your money  
        is being channelled. With the increase in the number of B40 students it is gratifying to know that  
        we can contribute to their future success as at least 99% of them go on to do well in life and with 
        this we may be rewarded with “pahala berterusan”, in sya Allah. 
 
1.6  The call for funds is always very well received. The generosity of our OGs is something that can be 
        counted on and usually abounding, alhamdulillah. For example, the collection for duit raya (for the  
        Adik Angkat programme), we had an amazing collection but had to cap it at RM1,000 per student. 
        This is in deference to the other students who do not qualify under the classification given by the  
        Ministry of Education but may actually come from families that are not so well off.  
 
1.7  Collections for iPads for the B40 students is also something that the OGA has previously organised. 
        This year however, Yayasan Petronas paid for all the iPads for the Form One B40 students. They 
        also paid for the travelling and accommodation expenses of their parents to send their children on  
        registration day. Each student was awarded RM3,650 which included their first three months’  
        allowance. We asked for this to be included because it usually takes several months before these  
        students start receiving their allowances from the Department of Social Welfare (JKM). Being on  
        the Board of Yayasan Petronas made it easier to secure the funds and the President vowed that  
        for as long as she sits on the Board, she will endeavour to get funding from the foundation. In fact  
        they paid out more than required - the excess has since been refunded. 
 
1.8  Other projects that the OGA has undertaken for the school include: 
        i) Upgrading of the sports facilities with the generous help of Tan Sri Azman Hashim. TKC can now  
            boast that it has one of the best sports arenas among the schools in the country.  
       ii) Upgrading of the surau. 
      iii) Upgrading of the school hall with the help of Datin Sri Rosmah Mansur. The hall is now fully air  
           conditioned. 
       iv) Acquisition of the school bus and coaster. 
        v) Leadership programme for the Form Four students. 
 
1.9  The project that the President takes special pride in is the “Adik Angkat Project”. She expressed her  
        thanks to all the Kakaks involved for their ongoing support and participation. This is where an  
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        OG is assigned to one “Projek Khas” student and contributes RM100 a month. In some cases, a few 
        OGs join forces, contributing as a group to one student. This year unfortunately we were not able 
        to arrange an outing to one of the local universities due to the covid-19 restrictions. Over the years 
        we have also received personal thanks from the mothers of these students but the president  
      reminded us that it is not about expecting gratitude. 
 

             1.10 We also recognise that these students need help when they enter university. Perhaps at the  
                      next dinner we can look at setting up a fund to help them with the registration costs and allowance 
                      for the first three months. We must also bear in mind that the is a probability that the number of  
                      B40 students will keep increasing in the coming years. 
 
             1.11 The President also made mention of our usual corporate sponsors without whom all these projects  
                      would not have been successful. These include Arab Malaysian, specifically Tan Sri Azman Hashim, 
                      Allianz Malaysia, Lotte, personal friends and not least our OGs. 
 
             1.12 The President also expressed her thanks to her hardworking committee, a few of whom had to retire 
                      due to personal reasons: Dato’ Hafsah Hashim, Dr Fairuz A’shikin, Dzalina Manan, Syafinaz Merican  
                      and Sharifah Zuraidah Syed Ibrahim. She also thanked them for the services to the OGA.  Three OGs 
                      were brought in to replace them, Shahnaz Al Sadat Syed Mohsin, Lydia Faraheeda Asroff and Dato’ 
                      Kaziah Kadir. 
 
             1.13 The Batch Reps were commended for their continuous support in all the OGA’s activities especially 
                      in our fund-raising efforts. 
 
             1.14 The President announced that she will be stepping down at the end of this term. Nevertheless she 
                      pledged her continuing support for the OGA. There will also be several committee members retiring  
                      at the end of this term as well. At this point the Deputy President also stated her wish to step down. 
                      The President stated that she felt that she should not remain too long in the position and that the 
                      Injection of new blood and new ideas would be for the betterment of the OGA. She also said that  
                      some committee members will be encouraged to stay on for the sake of continuity. 
                      With that, she shared her thoughts on the qualities she felt the President of the OGA should have. 
                      Leadership and managerial abilities and having good corporate contacts are among the things we  
                      should bear in mind when choosing our next President. She urged the OGs to start thinking about 
                      who they would want to see take over the position. 
 
             1.15 With this, the President concluded her speech and wished everyone the best and hoped for a  
                      Smooth AGM. 
 
 
2.0  DELIBERATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE MINUTES OF THE 56th AGM, 20th JULY 2019 
        
        No comments or corrections were put forth. 
        Salwa Aziz SPM 87 proposed that the minutes be passed. Raja Fernaliz Raja Harris SPM 94 seconded. 
 
3.0  MATTERS ARISING 
 
       At our earlier health forum, Tan Sri Dr Yahya of CVSKL had offered a discount to all OGs for some form 
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       of health screening. OGs are to present themselves in groups of five in order to avail of a group discount. 
       OGs interested are to contact the OGA Secretariat. 
 
 
4.0  DELIBERATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE VARIOUS REPORTS 
 
4.1  SECRETARIAT  
        i) The Secretary listed the names of the committee members and notified that several committee members 
        had resigned due to personal reasons (names already mentioned in the President’s speech). The new  
        committee members, also announced by the President were listed in the report. The co-opting of the new 
        committee members was in accordance with clause 12.1.2 of the constitution. 
 
      ii) The number of meetings held as well as attendance of each committee member was noted.  
 
     iii) A new organisational chart had been set up. This was to ensure better delineation of duties and smoother 
          running of the OGA. 
 
     iv) The Website, administration of the OGA Hall were also discussed. 
 
      v) The list of Batch Reps and activities over the past year were listed. 
 
     vi) We have a new tenant renting the OGA ground floor premises. Rental is RM3,200 (previously RM3,500).  
          The tenant is a Malay family-run printing business. 
 
 
4.2  EDUCATION AND SOFT SKILLS DEVELOPMENT  
       The activities carried out under this bureau were presented: 
      i) Health Forum: Beautiful Minds- 16 November 2019 
         This was the 2nd forum organised by HANICare. It was held at Avisena Women’s and Children’s Specialist  
         Hospital, Shah Alam. Three specialists from amongst our OGs presented and it was attended by 51 OGs. 
 
      ii) Leadership workshop- 7-8 February 2020 
        This was held at TKC for the fifth formers. 30 OGs also participated in the sharing session which was very 
        Appreciated by the adik-adik. The workshop was designed collaboratively by LeapEd Services, arise Asia and 
        TKC OGs. 
 
   iii) Adik Angkat programme 
         This programme would not be possible without the participation of the generous OGs. In 2019 there were    
         69 students enrolled in this programme with the number rising to 81 in 2020. With each Adik receiving  
         RM100 per month, the OGs contribute about RM100,000 per annum. 
         A collection for Raya was initiated resulting in RM81,000 raised from the OGs. Allianz Malaysia sponsored  
         RM200 per adik for baju raya. However, the pandemic did not allow for the annual raya shopping with the  
         adik-adik. 
   
         Only one of the planned activities actually transpired - attendance of The Royal Command Performance at 
         Dewan Filharmonik Petronas, Petronas Twin Towers, KLCC by the Malay College Kuala Kangsar. All other  
         activities had to be cancelled/postponed due to the MCO. 
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         The list of the SPM results was also presented and the high achievers noted. 
 
 
4.3  SOCIAL, WELFARE AND SPORTS  
        The activities carried out were: 
        i)  Welfare 
            - the OGA was able to disburse financial aid to OGs in need: 
           a) Medical disbursement from HANICare fund to 4 OGs 
           b) Khairat kematian to the families of two of our OGs who have sadly passed. 
           c) Hari Raya financial gifts to 26 OGs identified by the various Batch Reps (disbursed from Tabung  
               Kebajikan). 
           d) Disaster aid to 1 unfortunate OG whose house was burnt down (from Tabung Kebajikan). 
 
       ii)   Sports 
           - The OGA had teams participating in Inter-alumni Netball, Basketball and two Hockey tournaments. 
 
      iii)  OGA Movie Day 
           - 17 August 2019 
           - The Lion King, attended by 87 pax, 28 of whom were members. 
           - This was a treat for the OGA members who were each given a free ticket together with popcorn and 
              Mineral water. 
           - This is usually an event enjoyed by our members and their families. 
           - It is recommended that it be a biennial event and that the chosen film should preferably be screened  
             about a week following its general release. 
 
      iv) Inter-batch Bowling 
           - 22 September 2019 @ Tropicana Bowling Alley. 
           - 10 teams from 9 batches participated. 
           - This is usually used as the platform from which to select our bowlers for the inter-alumni competition. 
           - Champions were SPM94, Runners-up SPM86 and Third MCE76. 
 
       v) Inter-alumni Bowling 
           - 27 October 2019 @ Sunway Megalanes. 
           - Theme: “House/School Colours. 
           - 32 teams from 18 alumni participated. 
           - Always well anticipated and supported by the various alumni. 
           - Men’s: Champion MCOBA2, Runners-up ASAS1, Third EXSAS1 
           - Women’s: Champion PUTERI1, Runners-up ANSARA2, Third MGC/TKC OGA 
 
     vi) TKC Walk-a Run Carnival 2020 (TWRC 3.0) 
           - 19 January 2020 @ University Malaya 
           - A very popular event held biennially, alternating with the biennial dinner. 
           - Always fully supported by our OGs working at UM/UMMC. 
           - A good fund-raising platform. 
           - This year the proceeds went towards setting up of the OGA Tabung Kebajikan 
           - Theme: “Go Green” 
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           - Jointly organised with Yayasan Hijau Malaysia (YaHijau) who helped set-up the Virtual Run component. 
             This enabled OGs from outside the Klang Valley to also participate. 
 
 
4.4   MEMBERSHIP  
          - 51 new members, 43% lower than the previous year. Most probably due to the lack of activities. 
          - Total membership: 1,122. 
          - The membership application form is available on the OGA website and can also be obtained from the  
             Secretariat. 
 
4.5  FORM 1 QUOTA  
        - 8 applicants were selected by OGA but only 6 were offered places in TKC. 
        - A few OGs were not able to submit their applications as they were not members of the OGA. 
        - The Batch Reps were asked to remind their batchmates that the minimum requirement for eligibility is at 
           one year of membership.  
 
4.6  WEBSITE  
       - At the last AGM a few of the SPM2000 OGs volunteered to work on the website, to help clean up the  
         glitches and to get the membership database in order.  
       - Shambie (Siti Aniza) has since been officially appointed to spearhead the project. 
 
 
4.7  SERANTA  
        The following social messaging platforms are currently used: 
         - Twitter account mgctkcoga1 
         - Batch Reps Whatsapp group 
         - MGC/TKC OGA on FaceBook 
         - mgctkcoga on Instagram 
         - tkcoga@yahoogroups.com is the official email 
         - tkcoga.org website 
 
Zurul Ain Zulkarnain SPM86 proposed that the reports be accepted, seconded by Norafilzah Amram SPM85. 
 
5.0  DELIBERATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE AUDITED ACCOUNTS FOR THE YEAR 2019 
            
          - The Treasurer presented the accounts and highlighted the following points: 
          - The 2 inhouse auditors Noraini Othman MCE76 and Sherilla Md Dan SPM84 have audited the accounts  
             and have declared them to be correct and thorough. 
          - Total assets RM2.568 million, a slight increase from 2018. 
          - The bulk of the income has come from the Social, Welfare and Sports bureau. 
          - 65% of the funds are in fixed deposit (various accounts and in tranches that allow for easy uplifting should 
            the need arise. 
          - 24% are fixed assets. 
          - 6% cash (around RM15,000) 
           
           - Part of our funds are already tagged for certain activities: Of the RM1.849m, 
            RM82,000 is meant for leadership programmes; approximately RM15,000 per year. This is from the MoF  
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            funds that the OGA received in 2014 meant for “Program Kepimpinan Pelajar Projek Khas TKC. 
            (see Nota3 of the Balance sheet).  
           - The RM300,000 received in 2012 for OGA activities now stands at RM170+k. 
           - RM9,473.44 remains of the dana for anugerah Datin Sri Rosmah Mansor 
           - RM8k or so remains for the anugerah Tunku Shahhudin (7,484) and anugerah Puan Sri Zaidah (411) 
           - RM68k for the sports facilities in TKC 
           - Overall, the Treasurer was happy to report that the OGA funds are healthy but will need prudent  
             Spending to ensure it remains so. 
 
Anismah Mohd Noh MCE79 proposed that the accounts be accepted. Seconder: Umi Salmah Mohd Nasir MCE70. 
 
6.0  MOTIONS (USUL) / PROPOSALS  
 
1. AMENDMENT TO CLAUSE 9.2.2 OF THE CONSTITUTION 
    Motion presented by: Norafilzah Amran SPM85 
 
    The current clause states: 
    Members who wish to serve on the committee have to fulfil the following requirements: 
    ii) has been a life member for at least 3 (three) years. 
 
    To be changed to: 
    Has been a member for at least 6 (six) months. 
 
    Comments: 
    Wan Azizah Wan Talib SC60 objected stating that she felt 6 months was too short a period especially for the      
    Principal office bearers, i.e., President, Dep President, Vice Presidents, Secretary and Treasurer. She suggested  
    That they should be members for at least 2 years and 1 year for the ordinary committee members. 
 
    TS Rafiah Salim MCE64 agreed that it should be 2(two) years for the 4 principal office bearers, i.e., President,  
    Deputy President and the two Vice Presidents but not to include the Secretary and Treasurer. This is because  
    of the difficulties the OGA have had in identifying suitable candidates for these posts. She also maintained  
    that these 2 positions as well as the rest of the committee should be members for at least 6(six) months.  
    The members agreed that the motion be passed as stated by TS Rafiah Salim. (two thirds majority obtained  
    from the physical and virtual attendees) 
 
 
2. PROPOSAL BY PROF ROSE ALINDA ALIAS 
    She suggested that the OGA leverage the social platform especially since more and more people are getting 
    accustomed to holding discussions, meetings etc online since the covid restrictions came into play. She  
    proposed that more activities be conducted virtually e.g., fund drives, knowledge sharing, webinars/seminars. 
    This will enable more OGs, especially the younger ones to participate in the activities. This could also  
    encourage more OGs to sign up membership. 
 
   The proposal was well received and was agreed on by two thirds majority. 
 
 7.0  OTHER MATTERS AND QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  
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1. Budget approval: 
    Approval was sought for the biennial dinner by the VP Social, Welfare & Sports. 
    The dinner was supposed to be held in 2020 but had to be postponed to 20 March 2021.  
    This also did not transpire because of covid. Hopefully the situation will have eased up in 2020. 
    The proposed budget is based on the figures from the last dinner in 2018 + 20% coming to a figure of  
    RM 240,000. 
    Of course, this amount will hopefully be recovered from the sales of tables and donations. The proposed  
    venue is one of the hotels in KL, possibly at the Grand Hyatt again with a target attendance of 600 pax.  
    However, we must bear in mind that people may not be spending as much as they did pre-covid and we may 
    be looking at just breaking even. Theme: TBD, we welcome suggestions from the OGs. 
    The budget was unanimously approved. 
 
2. Prof Rose Alinda was asked to join the committee as the Asst Secretary in charge of ICT, being in IT herself,  
    she would be the ideal person for the job! Alhamdulillah, she graciously accepted. 
 
3. Raja Fernaliz Raja Harris SPM94 asked if it was possible to set up an OGA Women in Energy chapter. This is  
    to be used as a platform to exchange ideas, to perhaps mentor the younger OGs just entering the field etc. 
    The general idea was accepted in principle, with the details to be discussed further. 
 
4. Dato’ Dr Narimah Awin MCE68 reiterated the generosity of the OGs and agreed that the duit Raya be capped  
     at RM1k (max) in view of the rest of the girls who don’t get any money. The latter may be girls from  
     households that are not classified as B40 but in actuality fall below the Poverty Line Index (PLI, which has  
     recently been revised to RM2,206). TS Rafiah added that the OGA and TKC have taken that into account, with  
     the school doing the due diligence to identify girls who fall in that “grey area” - hence we name them “Pelajar     
     Projek Khas” rather than Pelajar B40. 
 
     DD Narimah also asked if the OGA would arrange visits to the more senior OGs and whether they would  
     Welcome such visits. It was decided that we would leave it to the individual batches to take it up. 
 
5. Kak Wan Azizah read out a message from Kak Hasnah Saad expressing her thanks to the OGs who visited her 
    late daughter in hospital and later attended the funeral and came to the house to offer their condolences.  
    She was very touched that her daughter had such caring and lovely friends. Salam to all. 
 
    Innalillahiwainnailaihirojiun 
    On behalf of The OGA I would like to once again express our deepest condolences to Kak Hasnah, Aldela  
    Puspa and all the family. May Allah bless our late sister Anita Yati and place her amongst the righteous. 
    Aameen. 
 
7. There is an upcoming OGA book project spearheaded by Asma Abdullah MCE65, Rod MCE68 and Rozita  
    MCE77.  They will set up a Zoom meeting to introduce the idea of the book. An announcement will be made 
    on the Batch Reps WA group. 
 
8. Pengetua Anismah announced that 28 iPads were distributed to the PK girls either by post or self pick-up. 
     Two of the girls made videos to thank the OGA. 
 
6. Questions from Zoomers: 
    i) Is 1 year the minimum time spent in TKC in order to qualify for membership of the OGA? (question from  
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       undisclosed OG) 
       A: Yes, as stated in the constitution (TS Rafiah). 
   
           
  ii) From Dato’ Zuraidah Atan: 
      What happened to the committee members who resigned and who are they? 
       A: They resigned for a variety of personal reasons (this was mentioned in the President’s speech and the list 
            is on p19 in Laporan Urus Setia (TS Rafiah). 
 
 iii) How will the form 1 students be selected given that there is no UPSR this year? (undisclosed OG) 
      A: There will be an Entrance examination which is not the same as the UKSBP. However full details are at  
           Present not available (Pengetua Anismah). 
 
6. Question from Pengetua Anismah: 
     Can the money that has been allocated for the Sports facilities in TKC be used to fund the School Gallery that   
     they are presently setting up? If not, can the OGA donate some funds towards the project?  
     A: The money for the sports facilities was specifically raised for Sports facilities and can therefore not be  
          used for any other purpose. The school should write formally to the OGA requesting a donation for the  
          gallery. (Mariam Tun Sulaiman). 
    
 8.0  CLOSING  
         With all matters concluded, the meeting was officially adjourned at 12.00 pm. The President once again        
          thanked all the attendees and invited those physically present to join in the lunch.  
           
 
     Prepared by:                                                                                               Approved by: 
 

                                                            
Dr Razimah Hanim Abu Zarim                                                                 Tan Sri Datuk Rafiah Salim 
     Honarary Secretary                                                                                    President 
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 ATTENDANCE LIST OF THE 57th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING   

No. NAME BATCH MEMBERSHIP No. 
1. TAN SRI DATUK RAFIAH SALIM MCE 64 L00097 
2. MARIAM TUN SULAIMAN MCE 70 L00123 
3. DATIN NORHIZAN IBRAHIM MCE 76 L00133 
4. DR RAZIMAH HANIM ABU ZARIM MCE 79 L00131 
5. IDA BORHAN SPM 84 L00346 
6. DATIN RODZIAH TAJUDDIN MCE 68 L00815 
7. FAUZIAH A’ZNI ABDUL KADIR MCE 76 L00582 
8. NORAFILZAH AMRAN SPM 85 L00460 
9. DR HANIZA OMAR SPM 87 L00635 
10. SHAHNAZ AL SADAT ABD MOHSIN SPM 85 L00351 
11. LYDIA FARAHEEDA ASROFF SPM 95 L01010 
12. MOKHRAZINIM MOKHTAR SPM 85 L00455 
13. WAN AZIZAH WAN TALIB SC 1960 L00031 
14. NIK RAHIMAH WAN HASSAN SC 1962 L00068 
15. AMINAH M YUSOF SC 1962  
16. PROF ASMA ABDULLAH MCE 65 L00815 
17. DATO’ DR NARIMAH AWIN MCE 68 L00167 
18. DATIN SHARIFAH KHAIRIAH SYED MOHAMAD MCE 70 L00512 
19. UMI SALMAH MOHD NASIR MCE 70 L00606 
20. JUNAIDAH UJANG MCE 70 L00156 
21. ANISMAH MOHD NOH MCE 79 L01034 
22. PROF DR ROSE ALINDA ALIAS SPM 81 L00317 
23. DR NUR ANITA HARUN SPM 82  
24. SABRIZA ABU BAKAR SPM 84 L00511 
25. SHERILLA MOHD DAN SPM 84 L00608 
26. DATIN ZURUL AIN ZULKARNAIN SPM 86 L01235 
27. HASLINA MD SARKAN SPM 87 L00490 
28. SALWA A AZIZ SPM 87 L00664 
29. RAJA FERNALIZ RAJA HARRIS SPM 94 L00828 
30.  NORHAYATI OMAR SPM 98 L01031 
31. PROF DR AZURA MANSOR SPM 90 L01241 
32. SITI MAKKIAH YUNUS SPM 90  
 (VIRTUAL ATTENDEES)   
33. DATO’ ZURAIDAH ATAN MCE 76  
34. ROHAYA ABDUL   
35. NIK ILA AZIZ   
36. NAZIAH NAWAWI SPM 95 L00810 
37. FATEN AINA ZAHARUDIN SPM 90 L01140 
38. NORAIDA MARIA MOHD HATTA SPM 91 L00361 
39. DATIN DR SAADAH ABDUL RAHMAN MCE 73 L00226 
40. SH ZURAIDAH SY IBRAHIM SPM 84 L00104 
41. MARIATI ABDUL RAHMAN SPM 90 L00423 
42. DR ALIYYA BADARUDDIN SPM 2001 L01214 
43. SURIYANTI NORDIN SPM 94 L 
44. TG DR INTAN BAIZURA TG JAMALUDDIN SPM 95 L01143 
45. PROF DR ASMA ABDULLAH MCE 65 L 
46. NORLAILI AWANG SPM 90 L00558 
47. SHIREEN MOHAMED AUZI SPM 91 L00431 
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48. DR NIK NOR SUZET MOHD ZAIN SPM 83 L00264 
49. HUSNA WAHI SPM 70 L00618 
50. DR KHATRULNADA MD SAAD SPM 90 L00706 
51. NOOR AISHAH SPM 2002  
52. ROZANNA MOHD NOOR SPM 91 L01022 
53. AWATIF ABD GHAFAR SPM 85 L00223 
54. ROSLIZAWATI MOHD ALI SPM 72 L00172 
55. FUZIAH MD ZAIN SPM 77 L00538 
56. FARHA HANINA A RAHMAN SPM 89 L00672 
57. ADONI MASTURA MOHD IDRIS SPM 85 L00107 
58. TG DR ZETTY MAZTURA TG JAMALUDDIN SPM 95 L01205 
59. DR ROZIANA MOHD RAZI SPM 94 L00808 
60. ZAITON ISMAIL MCE 76 L01005 
61. EMMA NOOR AIREEN ABD RAHIM SPM 2001 L01020 
62. RAJA BADRINA RAJA BADRUL SPM 86 L00658 
63. AZLINA OMAR SPM 94 L01113 
64. SYAFINAZ MERICAN SPM 90 L01033 
65. ZULIANA KAMARUZAMAN SPM 94 L00725 
66. NAFIS   
67. NOORAIDAH   
68. AINON   
69. ZALIHA OMAR   
70. NONI   
71. AESHA ABD   
72. DELL   
73. DIANA SULAIMAN   
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SECRETARIAT ANNUAL REPORT 

1.  The association name as registered with the Registrar of Societies, Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur 

      is “PERSATUAN MURID-MURID TUA MAKTAB PEREMPUAN MELAYU/KOLEJ TUNKU KURSHIAH KUALA  

      LUMPUR” (MALAY GIRLS COLLEGE/TUNKU KURSHIAH COLLEGE OLD GIRLS ASSOCIATION KUALA  

      LUMPUR). 

      Association number: PPM-001-16-16011968 

      The association was registered on the 16th of January 1962: 

      Registration number:   1609 (Selangor) 

      Reference number:       Bil. PPP Wkl0011/61 Jld.2 (5) 

                                                Bil. PPM WKL0190/61 

 

2.  Office and postal address: 

      OGA Hall, 

      No. 6A, Jalan Diplomatik 2/1, 

      Presint 15, 

      62050 Putrajaya. 

 

3.  Committee members for the term 2019-2021: 

 
POST 

 
NAME 

 
INITIALS 

ATTENDANCE 
07/2020 - 10/2021 

PRESIDENT TAN SRI DATUK RAFIAH SALIM TSDR 4/7 
DEPUTY PRESIDENT PUAN MARIAM TUN SULAIMAN MTS 7/7 
VICE PRESIDENT I DATIN NORHIZAN IBRAHIM DNI 6/7 
VICE PRESIDENT II PUAN SHAHNAZ AL SADAT ABD MOHSIN SAS 4/7 
SECRETARY DR RAZIMAH HANIM ABU ZARIM RAZ 7/7 
TREASURER IDA BORHAN IB 5/7 
ASST SECRETARY PROF DR ROSE ALINDA ALIAS RAA 3/7 
COMMITTEE DATIN RODZIAH TAJUDDIN DRT 4/7 
 DATO’ KAZIAH KADIR DKK 4/7 
 PUAN FAUZIAH A’ZNI ABDUL KADIR PFA 4/7 
 PUAN NORAFILZAH AMRAN NA 5/7 
 DR HANIZA OMAR HO 7/7 
 DATIN ZURUL AIN ZULKARNAIN ZAZ 5/7 
 PN RAJA FERNALIZ RAJA HARRIS* RFH 6/6 
 PN LYDIA FARAHEEDA ASROFF LFA 7/7 
 PN MOKHRAZINIM MOKHTAR MM - 
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* Joined the committee in September 2020 replacing MM 

Clause 12.1 (ii) states that whenever there is a vacancy the working committee is responsible for filling in the 
vacancy by co-opting any member of the OGA. 

       

AUDITORS PN NOORAINI OTHMAN MCE 76 
 PN SHERILLA MD DAN SPM 84 
   

 

4. ORGANISATIONAL CHART 

This was introduced to clearly define the duties of each committee member. It is hoped that this organisational 
chart will be adopted by future committees as well and will aid in the development and growth of the OGA. 
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  5.  MEETINGS 
 
The committee met 7 times from August 2020 to October 2021. We managed to conduct physical meetings on 
6 occasions with only one virtual meeting on Zoom during MCO 3.0 
 

1. 15/08/2020 
2. 12/09/2020 
3. 03/10/2020 
4. 10/04/2021 
5. 27/06/2021 
6. 02/10/2021 
7. 17/10/2021 

 
 
6.  WEBSITE MANAGEMENT 
  
This year most of the work was concentrated on rebuilding the database. All members will soon be given access 
to their own profiles and will be able to update their personal information themselves. Each member will be 
responsible for keeping their information current. 
 
We will be appointing a designated party to take care of the maintenance of the website. This is to ensure that 
all software are updated periodically and that all aspects of the website are functioning well. 
 
Membership application system is now up and running which means that applications that are submitted online 
will go through an automated process. This should cut down the time required to process all applications and 
will make tracking and building up of the database more seamless.  
 
Members may also start advertising their products/services on the website. The OGA merchandise are also 
available on the website. 
 
The OGA thanks Shambie for her work on improving the website. 
 
7.  BUILDING MAINTENANCE AND ASSETS 
 
The secretariat is responsible for the upkeep and cleanliness of the OGA Hall, payment of all bills including taxes. 
The secretariat also handles inventory of all assets, merchandise including sales of the latter. 
 
We have been fortunate to have a tenant throughout the MCO periods. The rental is RM3,200, lquite a bit lower 
than our very first rate of RM4,500. The rent was reduced by 50% over the MCO and the tenant should be able 
to pay full rental in the new year. 
 
6.  BATCHREPS 
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The Batchreps play a big role in disseminating information to the respective batches. They have been 
instrumental in garnering support for OGA activities and have been particularly helpful in identifying OGs who 
may be in need. Keep up the good work! 
 
 
LIST OF BATCHREPS 
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SOCIAL, WELFARE AND SPORTS ANNUAL REPORT  
(AUGUST 2020 TO OCTOBER 2021) 
 

CHAIRMAN DATIN NORHIZAN IBRAHIM 
  
MEMBERS PUAN FAUZIAH A’ZNI ABDUL KADIR 
 DR RAZIMAH HANIM ABU ZARIM 
 PUAN NORAFILZAH AMRAN 
 DR HANIZA OMAR 

 
Note:  
i) The number of members may increase according to the event. 
ii) The President, Dep President, VP Education & Soft Skills, Secretary, Asst Secretary, Treasurer and Asst  
     Treasurer will automatically be on any sub-committee formed for any given activity. 
 
All activities usually organised by this bureau for the period August 2020 to October 2021 were cancelled due to 
the pandemic and the imposed movement control order/s. 
 
SPORTS ACTIVITIES  
 
Activities which we were not able to carry out include: 
 
1.  Le Tua d’ TKCOGA Bowling (inter-batch) - September 2020 and September 2021 
2.  Inter- Alumni Bowling - October 2020 and October 2021 
 
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES  
 
Planned activities which were cancelled: 
 
1.  MGC/TKC OGA Biennial dinner - March 2021 
2.  OGA Biennial Movie Day - 2021 
 
WELFARE  
 
The only thing we could conduct during the MCO was financial disbursements from the OGA Welfare Fund.  
From August 2020 to October 2021, we were able to give financial aid from the HANICare fund which was set 
up on 11th August 2018 and the Welfare Fund which was launched on 19th of January 2020. 
 
The following disbursements were made: 
 1. Medical aid (HANICare fund): 4 recipients 
 2. Welfare aid: 5 recipients 
 3. Hari Raya assistance: 31 recipients 
 
We also raised RM3,000 to supply PPE to the frontliners at selected health facilities. 
 
The OGA is able to conduct these activities if we are informed of the cases. We urge the OGs to help identify 
anyone of our OGs who may be in need of financial assistance. 
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EDUCATION AND SOFT SKILLS DEVELOPMENT ANNUAL REPORT 
 

CHAIRMAN SHAHNAZ AL SADAT ABDUL MOHSIN 
  
MEMBERS DATIN RODZIAH AHMAD TAJUDDIN 
 DATO’ KAZIAH KADIR 

 

PROGRAM ADIK ANGKAT TKC OGA 2020-2021 

HEIGHTENED NEEDS DURING THE PANDEMIC 

 

In the past decade, the Old Girls have been paying attention to the TKC students who are challenged due to their 
families’ socio-economic situations. The intention is to support, motivate and encourage the Adik-Adik to 
continue to flourish in the TKC environment and as much as possible to close the gaps caused by their financial 
challenges. 

 

In the past year, the program continues on albeit with the looming pandemic. Thus, many activities that are 
usually planned for the Adik-Adik were not feasible during these times. OGA also recognizes the heightened 
financial challenges arising due to pandemic and had worked with College Leadership Team to continuously 
identify any Adik-Adik falling into the category requiring assistance. 

 

As at September 2021, there are 83 Adik in this Program. 

 

Kakak-Kakak Volunteered to be the Kakak Angkat 

 

The program is depending on the Old Girls volunteering to be the Kakak Angkat. And as always, the Old Girls did 
not disappoint. In fact, during these challenging times, we saw more Old Girls stepping up to assist. More than 
130 volunteers are involved to-date. A few have more than 1 Adik Angkat and a few joint ventured together to 
adopt one.   

 

Multiple Financial Aids Given to Adik-Adik, Alhamdulillah! 

 

The volunteers Kakak-Kakak Angkat continue to contribute monthly allowance of RM100 given to each Adik. This 
we hope will help them in their monthly expenses. In total, the volunteers contribute almost RM100,000 per 
annum for this. 
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Due to the pandemic, all learning & teaching happens virtually or remote. This results in the critical need for 
devices. In this respect, OGA organized a fund-raising to help 19 Adik who needed IPad for their use. Almost 
RM30,000 were raised to purchase the iPads and distributed to the relevant Adik. 

 

In line with the tradition, a collection was also initiated during the Ramadhan month. The Old Girls contributed 
generously to this collection resulting in distribution of RM1,000 duit raya for each Adik.  

 

 

 

5th May 2021  

Briefing on sumbangan Hari Raya, OGA’s contributions & role as adik angkat by Pengetua and College 
Leadership Team 

 

Unfortunately, many other activities such as Meet & Greet and visits to Higher Education institutions could not 
take place in this past year. OGA Committee pray that all our good deeds are accepted by Allah S.W.T 
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COLLEGE LEADERSHIP – REFLECTION AND UPDATE 

 

Annually, OGA supports TKC in running Leadership Programme for the upper forms’ students. However due to 
the pandemic, we were not able to run these programs effectively. Nothing to report there. 

 

But instead, we would like to update Old Girls on the change of Leadership in TKC itself. Our own Old Girl, Puan 
Anismah Md Noh (Kak Anis MCE79) had been promoted to spearhead Jabatan Pendidikan Negeri Selangor as its 
Pengarah with effect from 20th May 2021. Congratulations Kak Anis! 

 

Here are some words from Kak Anis: 

 

“My appointment as the director of Selangor State Education Department came so unexpectedly. It was 
indeed a great shock to me. I was so confounded at the thought of leaving TKC, the ground where I thought I 
would retire, after having served whole-heartedly for five years. 21st May 2021 was the historical day when I 
had to depart and open a new chapter in my life.  It had been exactly five years since I commenced my duty 
as the principal of TKC. Even though I was excited to be moving on to greater opportunities, I was still leaving 
behind a part of my life that had brought professional fulfilment and feelings of achievement and 
accomplishment. There were abundance of good memories and not to forget some trying memories. What 
made it more difficult for me to leave was the fact that I did not have the opportunity to say proper goodbyes 
to my students and teachers due to the MCO. 

 

I left not without regrets. There were some projects which I really wanted to see through to completion. The 
gallery was only 80% completed, the reconstruction work at the herb garden was only one week in progress 
and the roundabout was still undergoing final touch-ups during my departure.  Working at the State Education 
Department is an entirely different challenge. The scope of work is bigger with almost one million students, 
62,000 teachers and more than 900 schools to be responsible for.  

 

I sincerely pray that the current form 5 students ‘Darius’ will achieve excellence in their SPM despite the 
challenges of MCO. I hope they will be able to make us proud with outstanding results, just as Xylix had proven. 
I am also thankful to all my senior assistants and teachers for their great commitment and dedication in 
ensuring that TKC remain in the top 5 in SPM. I hope the next generation of TKCians will continue the legacy 
of excellence and keep TKC’s flag flying high. TKC should preserve its prestige as the best premier school and 
a school of choice with the ability to produce holistic citizens and future leaders of the nation. I am also 
appreciative that the OGA is ever willing to extend its assistance especially to those in the B40 group, helping 
with the orchestra with MCKK and organising leadership programmes for the students. I am especially 
thankful to Kak Ah (Tan Sri Datuk Dr Rafiah Salim, President of OGA) for her endless effort in providing 
financial aids to needy students of TKC.” 
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Anismah M Noh MCE1979 

 

Sad to see you go Kak Anis but we are certainly very proud of you to take on the bigger role. 

 

With the sudden departure, there was also the need to identify the new Pengetua. To that end, we would like to 
introduce the new Pengetua who started in June 2021. 

 

Puan Roslina binti Abdul Aziz is 51 years old. She has been in the teaching profession for more than 25 years with 
the last 11 years in Senior Leadership role. She was also a teacher in TKC for almost half of her profession during 
1998 till 2009. So this is a welcome back to Puan Roslina. Congratulations for her appointment. 

 

Here are some words from Puan Roslina: 

 

 

“I am very grateful that Allah has given me the chance to serve as a teacher in Tunku Kurshiah College for 11 
years and 7 months and now to serve as the Principal of Tunku Kurshiah College since 8th of June 2021. It is 
the utmost valuable to be given the chance to teach and educate Muslim Malay girls who will become leaders 
of the nation. 

 

The good work ethics that always aim to strive for quality and impactful outcomes is the main principle I have 
learned and internalized since I started my journey as a teacher in TKC back in the days and I will continue to 
uphold this. 

 

TKC always inculcate the culture that TKC must become the school of choice in this nation and be the pride of 
the nation as well as a school for the daughters of the nation. Equipped with high accountability, teachers of 
TKC proudly serve to nurture female global leaders of tomorrow.  

 

The spirit of house system and remarkable teamwork are to be empowered because this system has proven 
to mold TKC students to be the greatest holistically. 

 

It is my dream to uphold TKC as the greatest and finest school in Malaysia. TKC girls spread their wings and 
bring forth positive changes to our beloved nation and the world. The girls of TKC are nurtured with the highest 
sense responsibility and trust to become excellent today and in the hereafter. These girls become the leaders 
of tomorrow who bring hope, show courage and stay loyal to the religion, people and nation. 
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#always love TKC.  

#once TKC’ian always a TKC’ian! 

#TKC - terus kekal cemerlang 

 

I would like to extend my gratitude and thanks to the Old Girls Association who supported me to take this 
responsibility and continue the legacy as the Principal of Tunku Kurshiah College. May Allah always be with 
me every step of this journey and bless my sincere effort for the growth and excellence of our TKC girls, now 
and for always.” 

 

Roslina binti Abdul Aziz, TKC Teacher 1998-2009, Current Pengetua 

 

As I reflect on the words of Puan Roslina, I wonder also about any lessons from the past. We may learn some 
things and we may have to unlearn some things. To this end, I am including some sharing from a Former Principal, 
Tan Sri Asiah Abu Samah for our reflection. 

 

Tan Sri Asiah probably do not need any introduction. She has almost 6 decades’ worth of education experience. 
She was the first woman appointed as Director General of Ministry of Education of Malaysia in 1991. As part of 
her illustrious career, TKC was privileged to have her as the Principal in the late 1960s. Even though Tan Sri Asiah 
is not an Old Girl but she is a great role-model for women leaders with her extensive contribution to education, 
community and country. Certainly worth reading her reflections below. 

 

 

REFLECTIONS FROM A FORMER PRINCIPAL. 

 

By Tan Sri Asiah Abu Samah, Pengetua TKC 1966 - 1970 

 

Appointment 

I was appointed Principal of TKC when I was barely 30 years old.  I was then a lecturer in Linguistics at the 
Language Institute, having just returned from England for my master’s degree the year before. My immediate 
reaction to the offer was that I felt I did not have sufficient experience to head a school, what more a premier 
school where the girls are the best from each state. Most Malay parents want their girls to go to TKC and ensure 
that their daughters work hard for it. However, my superiors were firm in their decisions and encouraged me to 
give it a try. Friends also encouraged me to take up the offer. Adibah Amin who was at university with me and 
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had taught in Malay Girls College in KL shared her experience in teaching the girls that they will “look at you with 
starry eyes”.  

 

My Challenges in TKC  

Some of the academic and non – academic challenges that I faced as a greenhorn were finding suitable and 
qualified teachers to teach, helping the girls adjust to life in a residential school setting away from home, 
handling teenage relationship issues, and overcoming the myth of a monocultural school setting by embracing 
international practices of predominantly Malays.   In the first issue, I had to get a qualified economics teacher for 
6th Form. Most Economics graduates then did not end up teaching.  We had just started the class and for 6 
months we did not have someone to teach economics. We had some volunteers from overseas but this was not 
satisfactory until Mr. Chee came along. Although he was not a specialist in the subject, he taught well and the 
girls ‘swooned’ over him.   

I was fortunate to have a good set of teachers who understood and optimized the girls’ potentials. Ms. Chong for 
example produced a musical on Othello. TKC girls are talented and love doing shows and concerts. I remember 
we had one at the Seremban Town Hall to collect funds. I was amazed and really impressed at their talents in 
dancing and acting. True to the word of Tan Sri Hamdan who was then the Director – General of Education who 
often reminded me ‘you get the best from them.”  These girls are already good and therefore teachers need to 
further develop their latent skills to the maximum.  

 

The second issue concerns the inability of some girls to adjust to life in a boarding school. Being away from home 
can be traumatic as they have to be independent and manage their personal needs and academic studies on 
their own at such a young age. One girl decided to leave after Form 3 as the separation from the family was 
difficult for her. Fortunately, parents are allowed to visit their daughters during weekends to overcome the 
homesickness for some of the girls.  In a way, I was able to build relationships with some parents. There were 
those who came bringing food for their girls and had kept aside some for me. Others dropped by the Principals’ 
quarters to say hello especially those whom I had known personally.     

 

The third issue was the lack of interaction with boys being in an all-girls school. I must express my appreciation to 
Brother Felix of St. Paul’s Institution (SPI) who saw to this need and initiated and co-organized a combined day 
camp at the school field. This gave the girls an opportunity to interact with the boys of SPI. However, we did not 
have any visit from the Malay College Kuala Kangsar (MCKK)  although we did have a programme with the Royal 
Military College (RMC)  boys who came in a truck. The semi-military training made the RMC boys much more 
‘macho’ and more ‘gentlemanly’ which was appealing. I remember the boys were reluctant to leave much to the 
dismay of the teacher on duty. I felt it was pretty much natural.   

 

My other share of non – academic worries was the teenage issues as the girls were young adolescents and had 
many admirers from the opposite sex. There was one whose male admirer came and brought flowers, while 
others receive other forms of presents. One gave a romantic book. I had to tread very carefully on these matters 
so as not to create emotional upsets as the girls were sitting for important examinations.    
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The fourth issue that concerns the comments that I often heard about TKC  is that it is only for Malays. While this 
is true, the English principals of the early years brought some rituals from British public schools such as the high 
table system, the schoolhouse system, and the strong Girl Guide Movement which gave an international 
perspective to the education of the girls. In fact, TKC mirrors the British Public School where importance is placed 
on the spirit of belonging to the school and the values of punctuality, honesty, and independence rather than 
merely the acquisition of knowledge. In the British system, one is a popular candidate for jobs if one is from a 
public school. I believe this is also true for graduates of TKC.  

 

My Reflections  

TKC is a well-known elitist school. Perhaps I am not entirely wrong in admitting that the girls tend to be exclusive 
and cliquish in the sense that they largely keep within their groups. I would say friends are more important than 
their own siblings. There is just no space for others. I suppose the simple explanation is because the school is 
where they spent their formative years.  

 

I feel the present girls are fortunate that they have a very strong, active, and supportive Old Girls Association 
that is forthcoming, powerful, and well-off and gave  time and financial contribution to the school. Several of the 
old girls have gone up in the social and economic ladder and the younger girls should take inspiration from them 
especially those holding political posts.   

 

There is a need to prepare the girls for the future – they should be made aware of the job market and the various 
challenges brought about by the Covid -19 pandemic. The issue is whether we are educating the students to be 
able to face these changes by internalising the desired values, acquiring new skills, and embracing a positive 
outlook to handle what comes later.  

 

It turned out my time in TKC from 1966 – 1970 was the best year in my career – and I hold dearly to the memories 
of the college which I had gone to in the first place with a heavy heart. I am happy to say that my former students 
and I are still very much in touch. 
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Tan Sri Asiah Abu Samah 
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Puan Anismah M Noh 

Pengetua 2016 - 2021 
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Pengetua - Current 

Tan Sri Asiah Abu Samah 

Pengetua 1966 - 1970 
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THE MAKING OF “GIRLS TO LEADERS” 2020-2021 

ONE YEAR LABOUR OF LOVE 

It had been a tremendous learning experience. The journey had its ups and downs but one thing for sure, we had 
some good fun. 

The project plan looks so simple, but navigating 
calm waters is always the most treacherous. When 
the idea was floated by a group of Old Girls to OGA 
Committee at AGM 2020, there was a sense of 
excitement in the possibility of putting across so 
many great stories. But we were also realistic in 
knowing what the limitations would be – 
particularly the fact that we cannot produce a 
book so thick that no one could even carry. This 
means we have to limit the number of stories to be 
included. From the upfront we already know that 
our Old Girls will have great stories that could fill 
up the national library. Thus, this task of ensuring 
equitable process to determine which stories will 

go in will fall on OGA Committee – certainly a responsibility we took seriously. 

Needless to say, this labour of love is the work of many many Old Girls. Helmed by the OGA President and 
Committee, supported by the Book Project Sub-Committee and heavy lifting by Book Review Team. Umpteenth 
number of meetings held – virtually of 
course due to the pandemic. 

It’s difficult to capture the whole journey 
here but I thought sharing the Closing 
Report by the Book Review Team below is 
a good representation of what went on 
for the team and individuals. 

 

 

 

 

GTL - Closing report by Book Review Team (BRT) by Dr Asma Abdullah MCE1965 

The Book Writing team started to work on our book “Girls to Leaders” in August 2020 and in 10 months, we 
completed reviewing 92 essays (of about 1800 words) written by 90 Old Girls. 

Six of us regulars (Rodziah, Rozita, Sharifah Maimunah, Naziah, Razimah and Asma) and others (Diyana, 
Noorhaina, Hilwati, Roselina, Ilma and Hanem) worked on the essays from contributors from MGC 1955 to TKC 
2002.    

A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O
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b. Assemble production 
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Production
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reading

c. Printing
P
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4
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F
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L
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Our first face- to- face interview was with Kak Ah on 28 August 2020, followed by interviews with Halijah, Tg 
Azuan, Nik Safiah and Aini Awazah. Due to COVID 19 lockdown, we moved into the virtual platform to meet with 
contributors. Our last interview was with Kak Fauzah on 28 June 2021. 

At the beginning of the writing phase, we were fortunate to have Umi Kalthum conduct a session for those who 
wanted to know how to start the writing process. Her session was based on her experience of having published 
more than 20 books.   

As they say, when there’s a will, there is a way and the Book Review Team developed a process on how to develop 
the storyline.  Some essays needed a lot of reorganization while others were able to convey their stories without 
much editing. 

After the first few initial sessions, we developed a set of guidelines for the contributors before we forwarded the 
final version to our appointed Editor Aziza Mukhtar Ahmad.  

The guidelines included: 

• Be reader friendly by using simple language and avoiding technical terms and jargon   
• Share some worthwhile experiences, significant events, meetings and encounters that have an impact 

on your leadership roles  
• Identify the values and shared practices at TKC e.g., confidence, punctuality, discipline, excellence, 

teamwork, tolerance, sharing, independence and college sister, table setting, debate and drama 
competitions that helped you in attaining your achievements 

• Start the essay with an attention-grabbing statement, avoid a chronological listing of events and keep 
reminiscing to a minimum 

• Show humility and that your achievements are for the benefit of your organization/community.  
• Use a “we first mentality” to indicate that you are a team player rather than a “I me first mentality” by 

using less of “I” 
• Include light moments if you can.   
• Share how you developed sisterhood through caring, support and encouragement  
• Show how you have passed the TKC values and traditions to your family members and others  
• Share your advice to TKCians and thoughts on the future of education 
• Get a friend to review your essay 

 

Indeed, the idea of writing the book was an ambitious undertaking which involved a lot of organization and 
commitment for us who are ex MGC/TKCians for the love of our alma mater.  Fortunately, among us, we had 
Shahnaz Al Sadat Abdul Mohsein (Nut SPM1985) who applied her project management skills to keep track of the 
key tasks, dates and meetings to make sure we completed our work before we passed it on to the Book Design 
team for the book production. 
 
To conclude, we have a lot to thank Kak Ah for. Her vision and willingness helped enormously in making the 
project an OGA Committee project that captured the experiences of our OGs in their impact on their adult lives.  
As they say, the rest is history.  She attended all our progress meetings and was the cheerleader cum kakak to 
persuade some of our reluctant contributors to write. Altogether, it was an enriching experience for all of us in 
the Book Team and we hope a similar effort will be undertaken 10 years from 2021 to unravel the MGC/TKC 
DNA!  

Comments from members of BRT: 
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Naziah Nawawie SPM1995: For me personally, it’s really an honour to work with all of you. I’m so far away, and 
often can’t join or contribute anything for OGA. At least working with the BRT dapat juga lah I put in a bit of help 
for OGA. And of course yang paling penting, I get to learn a lot about proofreading and editing skills. We learned 
a lot from each other.... And getting to know all of you, that’s the best of all! 

Sharifah Maimunah Syed Zin MCE1964: Learnt new field(s) of specialisation and profession..forensic dentistry 
...we hear of blood banks but not bone banks... I would like to pay tribute to Asma/K. Asma for the hard work, 
energy, patience and management for the task orientated meetings to get the project through without glitches 
..on some days we went on for almost 3 hours. This is despite the fact that in between the work you also had 
other committments... So congratulations Asma ....I just wonder where you have the energy.... 

Noorhaina:  For me, this was an intimidating process, and I felt like I was amongst giants. This book is a record 
of Malaysian history; stories of the lives of kakaks before you also partially reveal the state of the nation at 
different points in time. I’m humbled to have made the tiniest contribution. Insya-Allah if the opportunity comes 
around again, I will do my best to contribute more. 

Rodziah Ahmad Tajuddin MCE1968: It was an amazing journey for me...enjoyed the wonderful "work" 
experience with the team...learnt so much from everyone here...especially from Kak Asma and Kak Sharif... I’m 
not referring to just work experience. ☺  

Love the stories... an eye opener...how these outstanding personalities cope with the "challenges"... growing up 
in a boarding school...especially at 12 years old! ...to coping with challenges at work and home. We could study 
the "trend" over the years... character building... from MGC to TKC days.. On top her endless energy, Kak Asma 
has this uncanny ability to be tactful and patient with some our more "challenging" contributors.. when I was 
almost off my chair and felt like pulling my hair out! 

🤣
 Thank you, Kak Asma. 

Razimah Abu Zarim MCE1979: I would echo all that you’ve said, KRod, and Naziah too. I didn’t know what to 
expect when having asked KAsma if I could help in any way, she asked me to join the BRT….it certainly exceeded 
my expectations- I truly enjoyed the experience and in a way it couldn’t have happened at a more opportune 
time, if  I may use that word to describe the lockdown! Not being able to go out and socialise, the lockdown didn’t 
feel so bad having all of you for company -  

 ��������� ������  for technology! Thank you KAsma, for the opportunity and experience and thank you 
everyone for the ride, tough at times but always enjoyable! All of you are truly awesome (to borrow a more 
recent catchword) …I learnt a lot from you and of course from all the stories… there’s a huge difference between 
just reading the essays and reading, knowing just how much work went into coming up with the final product! 
Kudos to all!  Even more meaningful was meeting/speaking to the contributors themselves - although i did miss 
out on quite a few sessions. Interesting mix of personalities! 

I’ve also had the privilege of proofreading - and I’ve come across so many similar phrases and thoughts - despite 
the “repetitions” everyone still had their own story! (at least I hope that’s what the readers will feel 

😅

) Quite 
amazing.  

Reading the essays also made me think about what my own experiences in college were…. quite a nice exercise I 
would say and very personal actually 

😬

. As KAsma has been saying all along it would be interesting to do an 
analysis- to define what so many have referred to as the TKC DNA! (BRT mark 2.0???) 

🤷

 

Asma Abdullah MCE1965:  Learned the importance of synergy as each of us brought in our strengths to the 
writing project and Together We Achieve More (TEAM)!  

Rozita MCE1977:  I share the same sentiments expressed here. It has been a wonderful opportunity and 
experience to work with all of you.  I am just amazed at the stories and achievements of our sisters who 
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contributed. I am sure there are as many, if not more, that were not captured. (Volume 2?!) I especially value the 
historical narratives… Priceless! 

Alhamdulillah, the timing was just perfect for me. I had just retired when the project started and because I was 
allowed to keep my university email address, I was able to host most of our Zoom sessions with no time limit. I 
suppose it kept my sanity too, due to the lockdown! Now at the end, I am back to work on contract and have 
been busy since!  

Thank you for the year-long memories and insha Allah, I look forward to when we will be able to meet in person… 
one of these days. 

Ilma SPM2002:  Thanks K.Asma for letting me be a part of the BRT. I am honoured to be part of the BRT and to 
work on such an ambitious project like this. I gained valuable insights into the writing style of others. As a writer-
editor, I learned a lot about the craft of writing and editing from my involvement in this project. I get to 
strengthen my skills in non-technical editing. Non-technical editing can be quite different from the technical, 
scientific editing that I am used to. This experience is surely a significant boost to my professional portfolio as a 
science communicator. From K. Asma and the awesome, hard-working team members, I gained some insights 
into how high-achievers work. I am very amazed by the team's commitment to execute this project and their 
mastery in communicating with people. As a junior millennial, I learned a lot about past lives our kakak-kakak 
seniors and what made them who they are today. Although I began my TKC life at a different era, the essays 
made me feel that TKC traditions and culture indeed transcend time. I am also happy to contribute to my alma 
mater in this way although I'm currently not living in Malaysia. I apologize that I could not spend as much time 
as the others in this project. But I hope we can stay connected, and one day even meet each other in person. I 
would love to learn more from all of you. 

💚💚💚
 

 

On behalf of OGA Committee, we thank every single person who contributed to the idea, development, 

execution and production of this iconic book. This book is a true testament of our invincible sisterhood, and we 

pray for the book to be of great benefit to all the readers and contributors, InsyaaAllah. 
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT 

CHAIRMAN DR RAZIMAH HANIM ABU ZARIM 
MEMBERSHIP LIAISON OFFICER NOOR AFIQAH AMRAN 

 

The membership committee is responsible for receiving and vetting all applications from ex-students of MGC 
and TKC and tabling them at the committee meetings. Membership approval is done at committee level. The 
committee reserves the right to reject any application that is not in order.  

This year we welcomed 58 new members. This is only a slight increase from the previous corresponding period. 
The lack of activities would be the main reason for this as we tend to get more sign-ups during or prior to our 
events. Total number of members to date: 1,180. 

FEES  

Membership fee RM400.00 
Admin fee RM    5.00 
TOTAL RM405.00 

 

From time to time we offer an instalment scheme; RM105 being the first payment and RM100 per month for 
the following three months. These offers are usually tied up with events and are valid  for sign-ups on the event 
day. 

APPLICATION 

This can be done in two ways: 

1.  Online via the website www.tkcoga.org. Just click on “membership” on the main menu and follow the steps 
- it’s as simple as that! At the moment payment has to be made separately and the proof of payment has to be 
uploaded to your application. We are still exploring the possibility of a linked online payment. You will be 
automatically notified by email once your membership is approved.  

2.  Applications forms can also be obtained from the Secretariat or downloaded from the website and the form 
together with the payment returned to OGA Hall. Once your application has been approved you will be notified 
by email. 

All new members will receive a membership card and a copy of the constitution. We will stop supplying the 
printed constitution once stocks are finished. The constitution will be available on the website from then on. 

 

LIST OF NEW MEMBERS (AUGUST 2020 - OCTOBER 2021 

1. DR FATIMAH BT AZMAN SPM 2003 
2. PUAN SRI ZAKIYAH ABDUL RAHMAN MCE 1969 
3. NORZAINI MOHAMMED AMIN SPM 1981 
4. NURUL NASHWAR MOHD TAIB SPM 1999 
5. NORITA JA'AFAR SPM 1989 
6. DR ANIZAH ARSHAD SPM 1996 
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7. DR HAFIZAH ZAHARAH AHMAD SPM 1994 
8 IBIWATI ALISA HUSSAIN SPM 1991 
9. IR. HAZNEEZA BAHARUN SPM 1995 
10. NUHA FADZILAH MOHD ADZHAR SPM 2004 
11. JAMALINA JAMALUDDIN SPM 2004 
12. ADIBAH MUSA MCE 1979 
13. INTAN NADRAHH ZULKAMAR SPM 2001 
14. SURIATI SALWA IDRIS SPM 2001 
15. SHARIFAH WAJIHAH WAFA SYED SAADUN TAREK 

WAFA SPM 2001 
16. ALIAH NASREEN ABDULLAH SPM 2001 
17. PROF CHE ILINA ISAHAK MCE 1970 
18. DR KHAIRUNNISA KHARIMAH SHAFIE SPM 2001 
19. MARYAM MOHD SPM 2000 
20. NADIA KHAIRENE ISMAIL SPM 1997 
21. RUHILA CIK ANUAR HARUN MCE 1973 
22. NORIZAN MAHMUD SPM 1998 
23. DR NOR IZRAN HANIM ABDUL SAMAD SPM 1996 
24. SURAYA ILANA MOHD YAHYA SPM 1999 
25. AZHANI ARIFFIN SPM 1994 
26. AIMAN SYAHIRAH AHMAD DZULFAKHAR SPM 2014 
27. NURUL ATIQAH ALI SPM 2004 
28. NURUL AISYAH AMIR RASLAN SPM 2020 
29. NADIAH HAKIM SPM 2020 
30. ALEEYA UZAHIRAH ABDUL HAKIM SPM 2020 
31. IMAN SORAYA AZMIL FARID SPM 2020 
32. ARIESHA ANUAR SPM 2020 
33. NUHA ALIA AMIR AZLAN SPM 2020 
34. NIK NAILI AZIF SPM 2020 
35. NUR ADLINA SUFIA RUZAIMI SPM 2020 
36. SARRAH HARIZUL DZARFAN SPM 2020 
37. JULIA QISTINA SHAIFUL NIZAM ISKANDAR SPM 2020 
38. MIZA ALISYA MOHD ZAMEER SPM 2020 
39. HANISAH KAMARUDDIN SPM 2000 
40. ROZIYATI ABD RAHMAN SPM 1981 
41. AZLINA ABDUL GHANI SPM 2001 
42. DR RAZLINA RAGHAZLI SPM 1998 
43. PUAN SRI NUR AINI MOHD YAMAN MCE 1964 
44. HASNAH IDRUS MCE 1964 
45. DARIAH SAAD MCE 1964 
46. HANEM OMAR MCE 1964 
47. DATIN TG NOORAHANIAH MCE 1964 
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48. NIK MASTURA NIK OMAR MCE 1964 
49. NORLIA ZAINOL MCE 1964 
50. NOORSHAMSI AHMAD MCE 1964 
51. NORIAH BAKRI MCE 1964 
52. PUTRI NOR AZIZAH MCE 1964 
53. ROYHANA ABDUL RAHMAN MCE 1964 
54. WAN HALIMAH WAN RAZALI MCE 1964 
55. SITI NORWIYAH MCE 1964 
56. AINON ZAMIN MCE 1964 
57. DATO’ DR RAJA KHUZAIAH RAJA ABDUL RAZAK MCE 1964 
58. ZARAH AHMAD MCE 1964 

 

FORM 1 QUOTA 
 
Daughters of members wishing to enter TKC may apply through the OGA. Every year we are given 10 spots for 
candidates who fulfil the criteria and academic achievements set by the Ministry of Education.  
 
Criteria set by the OGA are as follows: 
 
1. The mother must be a member of the OGA for at least 1 year. 
 
2. Grandmothers may also apply for their granddaughters provided the mother of the child is NOT an ex-TKCian. 
    The grandmother must be a member for at least 1 year. 
 
3. Applicants must pay an administrative fee of RM500 which is returned if she is unsuccessful. It will NOT be  
    returned if a successful candidate rejects the offer to enter TKC. 
 
4. Applicants are also required to pay the OGA membership fee of RM405 which will be held in trust until she  
    leaves TKC. Her membership will be activated at that point. This will be returned if she is unsuccessful. This  
    membership fee will also be returned if a successful candidate rejects the offer to enter TKC or if she leaves  
    before completing 1 year in TKC. 
 
5. Being selected by the OGA does not guarantee entry into TKC, the final selection is made by the Ministry of  
     Education. 
 
The OGA quota is a privilege given to active members of the OGA. Applications usually exceed the number of 
spots, and most applicants would have met the academic requirements. Therefore, it will depend on the 
mother’s or grandmother’s participation in the OGA. The selection process is conducted objectively and fairly. 
The membership requirement is paramount, with no exceptions. So please become a member as soon as 
possible if you think you might one day wish to send your daughter to TKC! 
 
This year, because of disruptions on schooling and examinations due to the covid situation, we were allowed 
to submit more than the usual number of applications. 19 applications were sent in and 10 students were 
selected to enter TKC but 1 rejected the offer. 
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LIST OF SUCCESFUL CANDIDATES: 
 

NAME OF STUDENT  MOTHER/ GRANDMOTHER BATCH MEMB. No. 
NUR IZZAH KARMILA ZULKERNAIN RUZYTA ZULKERNAIN SPM 1994 L01207 
HANI ZAHIRAH ZUL ZARIHI FARAH WAHIDAH HASHIM SPM 1997 L01222 
NUR ALIYA SUFIA RUZAIMI DATIN MAIMUNAH JOHARI MCE 1973 L00188 
AZALEA IRDINA FARIZAL RINA TUTIANA ASNAWI SPM 1992 L01072 
MAI ALYA AFIQAH MIOR FAIZRUL ADIBAH NADAR@NADARRUDIN SPM 1989 L00727 
DAYANA NUR SABRINA MUHD AKBAR NORMAH HARUN MCE 1968 L00193 
DANIA AFEEQA AZMI ZURAIDA ABDUL HAMID SPM 1991 L00677 
HANNANI ZHAFIRAH HAMDI ZAWIAH AHMAD MCE 1968 L00299 
NUR RAFIQA MAISARA MAZLI ROZANNA MOHAMMED NOOR SPM 1991 L01022 

 
Their OGA membership fees will be held in trust and membership will be activated in 2026. 
 


